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Chapter 4

Methane emission from
permafrost thaw lakes limited by
lake drainage1
J. van Huissteden, C. Berrittella, F.J.W. Parmentier, Y. Mi,
T.C. Maximov and A.J. Dolman
4.1

Abstract

Thaw lakes in permafrost areas are sources of the strong greenhouse gas methane[207,
196, 305, 1, 257]. They develop mostly in sedimentary lowlands with permafrost and a
high excess ground ice volume, resulting in large areas covered with lakes, and drained
thaw lake basins (DTLB’s)[119, 50]. Their expansion is enhanced by climate warming,
and results in increased methane emission which contributes to a positive feedback on
future climate change[305, 1, 163]. To quantify this feedback, modeling of thaw lake
growth is necessary. Here, the first 2-dimensional landscape scale model is presented
that includes the entire life cycle of thaw lakes: lake initiation, expansion, drainage, and
eventually repeated lake formation. Application of our model to past and future lake
expansion in a continuous permafrost area in northern Siberia shows that lake drainage
strongly limits lake expansion, also when continuous permafrost remains present. This
restricts methane emission from thaw lakes and results in considerably lower estimates of
future methane emission from thaw lake expansion.

1 The contents of this chapter are based on the article published as: J. van Huissteden, C. Berrittella, F.J.W.
Parmentier, Y. Mi, T.C. Maximov and A.J. Dolman. ”Methane emission from permafrost thaw lakes limited
by lake drainage.”Nature Climate Change 1, (2011). C. Berrittella contributed 35% to model design and data
analysis and paper writing.
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4.2

Introduction

Thaw lakes (also known as thermokarst or alas lakes) are widespread in sedimentary
basins with permafrost. In particular lowland areas with fine-grained sediments (e.g. river
plains in northern Siberia) often contain large amounts of excess ice (ice volume exceeding the normal pore volume of the sediment). Thawing of ice-rich permafrost causes
subsidence and lake formation[119, 50]. Subsequently, anaerobic decomposition of fossil
and fresh organic matter from thawing permafrost and local primary production results in
emission of the greenhouse gas methane CH4 [207, 196, 305, 1, 257]. Lake expansion
by permafrost degradation is therefore considered as a strong positive feedback to climate
warming [305]. During the Last Glacial Termination (LGT), thaw lake expansion may
have significantly contributed to the rise of the atmospheric CH4 concentration recorded
in ice cores [304]. Many existing thaw lakes date from the LGT and early Holocene
[304, 142, 141, 222, 111, 135], but their formation and expansion is expected to be enhanced strongly with future climate warming [1, 50, 248]. Besides their effect on the
carbon cycle, thaw lakes also strongly influence permafrost ecosystems, arctic hydrology
and human activities in the arctic [163, 134, 136].

4.3

The model

4.3.1

Approach

Thaw lakes may grow and disappear over relatively short time spans (centuries to millennia) compared to other lakes. The landscape in many arctic lowlands is covered with overlapping DTLB’s, suggesting that the process of thaw lake formation and drainage occurred
repeatedly; also in Pleistocene successions in Europe thaw lake deposits occur[275, 45].
In thaw lake evolution a wide range of processes is involved: soil and lake water heat
exchange, erosion and sediment redistribution, permafrost hydrology and drainage basin
processes (Supplemental Information S1 [278]). Existing models describe parts of the
thaw lake evolution[161, 205, 312, 209]. However, the scale at which these models operate is not appropriate for understanding the carbon cycle effects of thaw lakes on a
global scale (hundreds of km2 and more). At this scale, incorporation of detailed physical processes is impractical because of parameter availability and computing time. Our
stochastic thaw lake model (Fig. 1) overcomes these problems and simulates lake formation over regions in the order of hundreds of km2 , relating lake area change to climate
change.

4.3.2

Drivers and settings

Mean annual precipitation (P ), summer air temperature (Tjuly ) and mean annual air temperature (Tann ) are climatic driving variables in the model (see Methods). We assume
a reference climate at which ice-rich permafrost is considered to be geomorphologically
stable[136], which is the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) climate. A second assumption
is that lake change processes relate linearly to deviations from this reference climate (see
Supplemental information S1 for a discussion [278]). The rates of the lake formation
and expansion depend on the deviations of P and Tjuly from the reference climate. The
lake drainage rate is related to P , and refreezing of drained lake basins and re-growth
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of ground ice depends on (Tann ). Besides on climate, lake initiation and lake expansion
rates also depend on volumetric ice content of the subsoil. Directional expansion of lakes
depending on wind direction is included in the model. The model is two-dimensional, it
assumes flat terrain underlain by ice-rich permafrost. The subsoil volumetric ice content
is prescribed, with superposed random variation. The model time step is one year, and the
model area of 400 km2 is subdivided into 500 x 500 grid cells.

4.4
4.4.1

Test and validation
The TERRAIN experiment

We conducted validation and sensitivity experiments to test the model and to evaluate its
implications for methane emission from permafrost thaw (Supplemental Information, S5,
S6 [278]). The TERRAIN experiment compares model results with a thaw lake area in
northern Siberia: the Indigirka lowlands (IL)[282, 270] (Supplemental Information, S3
[278]). We simulated thaw lake formation with a synthetic climate time series consisting
of a step change in Tann , Tjuly and P , followed by a gradual rise towards present-day
climate, approximating the LGT and Holocene (Supplemental Information S6, [278] Table S4; Fig. 2). The resulting lake area fraction and lake sizes agree with that of the
terrain, differences occur mainly at very small lake sizes and are attributed to uncertainty
in the field data. Most of the IL are occupied by DTLB’s, which is also reproduced by
the model. Lake formation occurs sporadically before climate change, picks up rapidly
after the climate begins to change (Fig. 2), reaching a maximum of 21-30% 150-200
years later. Thereafter the lake area rapidly drops by drainage of lakes, and subsequently
the lake area tends to oscillate at a lower percentage, approximating the present-day lake
area. The initial conditions of the terrain also affect the model results (Supplemental Information, S6, [278] Fig. S4). However, the average lake area is fairly robust to these
perturbations. We conclude that the model correctly simulates the dynamics of the thaw
lake formation.

4.4.2

The ICEGROWTH experiment

The oscillations are caused by repeated lake drainage, regrowth of excess ice and renewed lake formation, and may be an intrinsic property of thaw lake evolution. Their
amplitude and wavelength is influenced by the ice regrowth factor Igrow (ICEGROWTH
experiment), MP and MT (which relate lake initiation rate to precipitation and summer
temperature) and drainage density (Methods, Supplemental information S6 [278]). The
implication of these oscillations is that localized, smaller expansions of lake area do not
necessarily signify climate change, but simply the presence of areas rich in ground ice in
which lakes can be initiated.

4.4.3

The TIMING experiment

The timing of lake formation is crucial for modeling the effects of future lake expansion.
Radiocarbon datings of LGT and Holocene thaw lake formation[304] indicates a peak
of lake formation during the LGT, which is reproduced correctly by the model, showing
that it simulates the dynamics correctly. In detail there are small differences in timing
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(a slower reaction of the model), which relate to both data and model parameters (Supplemental information, S6 [278]). The TIMING experiments explores adjustments in the
model to produce a faster response. Increasing the values of MP and MT results in progressively earlier and more pronounced peaking of thaw lake area (Fig. 3). However, with
a high value of MP and MT the resulting lake size distribution contains an unrealistically
high number of very small lakes. We also simulated the creation of lakes by flooding
of depressions, by generating lakes with a random size distribution when a precipitation
threshold is crossed. This produces a lake formation peak very shortly after the climate
change step without further effects on the final lake distribution. Probably, lake initiation
at the LGT is caused at least partly by an increased precipitation surplus[135].

4.4.4

The FUTURE experiment

The FUTURE experiment simulates the effect of 100 years of future climate change using
climate model output for the test area (model simulations from 6 climate models, based on
the SRES A2 and B1 climate scenarios, Supplemental Information, S5 and S6 [278]). For
the test area, the simulated climates still would sustain continuous permafrost. The model
is initialized with randomly generated lakes with a similar area coverage (8%) as that in
the test area, to eliminate the effects of lake configuration. The thawed area increases,
largely by lake expansion, on average from 8% to 23% ±8% (A2 scenario) or 23% ±7%
(B1) after 50-70 years. Thereafter, the thawed area decreases by lake drainage (Fig. 4).
After 100 years approximately half of the simulations result in a lower thawed area than
the initial lake area, with percentages as low as 2.2% (A2) or 2.7% (B1). One climate
model (NOAAGFDL) predicts relatively low temperatures and precipitation and results
in a slower growth of thawed area and no decrease. The differences between the A2
and B1 scenarios are marginal, for B1 the decrease in lake area tends to start somewhat
later. The modeled initial increase in lake area is lower than estimates of recent lake
expansion rates of 14.7% in 26 years[1] and 12% in 25 years[248], but slightly higher
than a 4.4% lake area increase in 19 years[136]. However, remote sensing estimates of
lake area expansion are highly uncertain, and depend on the resolution of the material used
and the effects of lake level variation. Additional experiments show that the future lake
growth is sensitive to ground ice content and precipitation. A lower ground ice content
and lower precipitation result in slower lake expansion.

4.5

Methods

Model description. (See also Supplemental information S1 and S2[278]). The model
domain is subdivided in N grid cells. The ice content of the permafrost per grid cell Ii,j,t
varies between a minimum and maximum Imin and Imax . The reference climate (Supplemental information S1) is defined by mean annual air temperature (MAAT) Tref,ann ,
mean July temperature Tref,july and annual precipitation Pref . Climate input consists of
a time series of MAAT (Tann ), July temperature Tjuly and annual precipitation P . The
model time step is one year.
The fraction of grid cells fthaw,t where partial thaw (thaw pond formation) occurs
is determined by the summer temperature deviation from the reference climate at time t,
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Tdif f,t = Tjuly − Tref,july and precipitation deviation Pdif f,t = Pt − Pref :
fthaw,t = Tdif f,t .MT + Pdif f,t .MP

(4.1)

where MT and MP are constants. Thaw occurs preferentially in grid cells with a high ice
content, exceeding a minimum Iminthaw . The fraction of grid cells that exceed Iminthaw
is fminthaw,t . The actual number of cells Nthaw,t where thaw occurs at a given time step
t is determined by:
fthaw,t < fminthaw,t : Nthaw,t = N.fthaw,t

(4.2)

fthaw,t ≥ fminthaw,t : Nthaw,t = N.fminthaw,t

(4.3)

If fthaw,t < fminthaw,t cells are selected according to ice content, the cells with highest
ice content are selected first. For each grid cell, the thawed fraction at time t is denoted as
Li,j,t . When thawing occurs, an area fraction Lnew,i,j,t is converted into to thaw ponds.
This fraction depends on the ice content of the grid cell:
Lnew,i,j,t = Lmax .Ii,j,t

(4.4)

in which Lmax (constant) is a maximum grid cell fraction that can be thawed in one time
step. This area fraction is added to Lt :
Li,j,t = Li,j,t−1 + Lnew,i,j,t

(4.5)

If Li,j,t exceeds a threshold value Ltresh , the grid cell is considered as being completely
thawed and converted to open water:
Li,j,t > Ltresh : Li,j,t = 1.0

(4.6)

Once a grid cell is completely thawed, it is considered as an incipient lake and can
expand into adjacent grid cells. Surrounding non-lake grid cells are affected by extra thaw,
depending on summer temperature, precipitation and gridcell ice content. The maximum
amount of thermal erosion at time t, Lmaxexp,t is related to Tdif f,t and Pdif f,t :
Tdif f,t > a,

Pdif f,t > 0 :

Lmaxexp,t = b(Tdif f,t − a) + cPdif f,t

Tdif f,t ≤ a :

Lmaxexp,t = 0

(4.7)
(4.8)

where a is a constant threshold value, and b is a constant. Lake expansion also may occur
at summers cooler than the reference climate, depending on the value of a. The amount of
thaw for each lake border grid cell Lexp,i,j,t is determined by Lmaxexp,t and ice content
Ii,j,t and added to the thawed fraction. If the thawing threshold Ltresh is exceeded, the
cell is marked as completely thawed:
Li,j,t = Lmaxexp,t .Ii,j,t + Li,j,t−1
Li,j,t > Ltresh :

Li,j,t = 1.0

(4.9)
(4.10)

Lake orientation is implemented by weighting the threshold for complete thawing
Ltresh of adjacent cells according to the mean wind direction and orientation with respect
to the lake grid cell:
d = | cos(W + G)|.Ltresh .Fw
(4.11)
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Ld = (max(d) − d)/Fw + d

(4.12)

Here d is a directional weight, Ld , the thawing threshold for every surrounding grid cell,
W the dominant wind direction, Fw a weighing factor for the strength of the wind direction effect, and G the direction angle of every adjacent grid cell with respect to the
cell under consideration. Fw weights the thawing threshold based on d to decrease the
threshold. The grid restricts the lake orientation to discrete multiples of 45o . Lake shore
promontories (cells with less than 3 adjacent non-lake cells) may be eroded preferentially
to obtain smoother lank banks. This depends on an erosion probability perode and drawing
an a uniformly distributed random number to decide on erosion.
The drainage system can expand into lakes if a connection between lake and floodplain
cells is established. Connection occurs when the thawed fraction of a grid cell adjacent
to a floodplain cell exceeds a threshold value, Ldrain . Ldrain can be reduced if Pdif f,t is
positive:
Pdif f,t > 0 :
Ldrain,t = Ldrain − Mdrain .Pdif f,t
(4.13)
Pdif f,t ≤ 0 :

Ldrain,t = Ldrain

(4.14)

An iterative algorithm expands the drainage system at each time step until all adjacent
lake cells and partially thawed cells are linked to the drainage system.
Drained lake cells can refreeze if mean annual air temperature Tann,t is lower than
Tf reeze . If Tann,t is cold enough to allow ice wedge growth (Tann,t ≤ Tgrow ), the
amount of ground ice Ii,j,t increases in all non-thawed cells. The rate of growth depends
on the ice content and is fastest at low ice content:
Iadd,i,j,t = (Imax − Ii,j,t ).Igrow

(4.15)

This also restricts the amount of ice also to the limiting amount Imax . Ice regrowth causes
frost heave, which ultimately causes grid cells to become detached from the drainage
system. This occurs when a limit ice amount Iheave is exceeded.

4.6

Results and discussion

To extrapolate lake area to CH4 emission, we multiply lake area fractions with emission
estimates for Siberian thaw lakes and the area of permafrost which is vulnerable to lake
development, assuming that our test area is representative for ice-rich permafrost areas
(Supplemental Information S7 [278]). For the LGT the emission estimate is based on the
first thaw lake peak in the TERRAIN experiment, lasting approximately 370 years. Since
it is generated by conversion of relatively dry cold steppe to lake, we assume that CH4
emission was insignificant before thaw lake formation. This results in a total emission of
1368 ±44 Tg CH4 due to lake formation, over 370 years of the peak duration, or 3.73
Tg CH4 yr−1 (Supplemental Information S7 [278]). Previously[304] LGT thaw lake
emission is estimated at 13-26 Tg CH4 yr−1 ; our yearly emissions are lower because of
the effect of lake drainage which is included in our model.
Likewise, future emissions resulting from anthropogenic climate change are based
on the FUTURE experiment (HADCM3 climate model). In this case we have to subtract
emission from the present-day wet tundra[270, 203] from the lake emission. The resulting
emission increase during 100 years over the entire area of thaw-sensitive sediments[52] is
1.95 ±0.21 Tg CH4 yr−1 , the maximum emission 3.39 ±0.25 Tg CH4 yr-1 after 70 year
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for the A2 scenario simulations; for B1 slightly higher, because of the higher lake area
fraction (Supplemental Information S7 [278]). Our estimate of CH4 emission from thaw
lake development is considerably less than the previous estimate of 50-100 Tg CH4 yr−1 ,
based on the assumption of complete thawing of ice-rich permafrost[305].
Our model shows that expansion of thaw lakes is restricted by lake drainage. Lake
drainage cause lake areas to return to terrestrial wetland areas with lower emission rates
and possibly higher carbon accumulation rates[270]. Reduction of emission is further enhanced when the climate allows re-establishment of ice-rich permafrost, resulting in drier
soil conditions by frost heave[270, 203]. The lake expansion would increase high latitude
lake emission[20] of 6.8 ±4.9Tg CH4 yr−1 maximally by 55%. However, recent northern wetland CH4 emission estimates [? ] vary between 23 and 157 Tg yr−1 . Using an
estimate of 78 Tg yr−1 , thaw lake expansion would amount to 4% of total northern wetland emission at most. Therefore other climate-driven changes in high latitude wetlands,
such as vegetation, active layer and river discharge changes [282, 270? ] likely produce
stronger responses of arctic CH4 fluxes.
Our model simulations are restricted to continuous permafrost, where rapid lake formation is likely[248] and which contains the largest area of ice-rich permafrost. Lake
drainage proves to be a critical process. Currently, our model only includes lake drainage
by encroaching of lake expansion on the drainage system. Active expansion of the drainage
by channel erosion is not included, nor is underground drainage of lakes through taliks
(unfrozen parts in the permafrost) included. Therefore the modeled drainage rate is a conservative approach. Future warming will result in conversion of continuous permafrost
areas to discontinuous and permafrost-free areas, where drainage by groundwater flow is
likely to become more important[305]. Despite the deliberate omission of process details,
our model allows to bracket future arctic CH4 fluxes from lake expansion more precisely
since lake drainage is included explicitly. The model also shows that better quantitative
data on ground ice distribution, thaw lake initiation and expansion is crucial to quantify
future arctic lake expansion. The model results in considerably lower estimates of CH4
fluxes from thaw lake expansion. Moreover, it is shown that even stabilization of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions cannot mitigate the transformation of arctic permafrost
landscapes, once permafrost destabilisation is started. Although the methane emission appears less alarming than suggested by previously, lake expansion on the scale predicted by
our model will profoundly affect permafrost ecosystems, in particular wildlife habitats.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the thaw lake cycle model. The rate of lake initiation (1) and subsequent
expansion (2) is determined by air temperature, precipitation and ground ice content. Lake formation creates thawed permafrost underneath the lake. Subsequent drainage of lakes by river erosion
(3) is determined by precipitation. After lake drainage, new ice-rich permafrost may be established
(4), after which new lakes may form in the same area (5).
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Figure 4.2: Model input data and simulated thawed area data for both test areas. A: simulated thaw
lakes for one model run. B: Ice content at the end of the model run. The ice content shows overlapping drained thaw lake basins, characterized by different soil ice content. C: Average thawed area
(blue) and drained area (red) evolution through time, averaged over 10 model runs. The grey lines
represent the standard deviation of the thawed area. D: Climate input data (mean annual air temperature, for complete climate data see Supplemental Information). E: Size and shape (isoperimetric
quotient) distribution of the modelled lakes (lake sizes on a logarithmic scale).
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Figure 4.3: Effect of thaw lake initiation parameters on evolution of lake area. Increase of MP
and MT moves the initial peak of thaw lake formation forward in time. Lake initiation by flooding
of terrain depressions is simulated by generation of random lakes at a precipitation threshold of
300 mm. This also results in a thaw lake area peak immediately following climate change. Top:
Thaw lake area evolution in time with different lake initiation parameters; below: mean annual air
temperature for comparison.
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Figure 4.4: Ensemble of model runs for climate change expected in the 21th century. The climate
input is derived from 6 climate model for SRES A2 and B1 climate scenario from the IPCC 4th
assessment. For every climate model, 10 runs of the climate model have been made. The colored
lines indicate the development of the thawed area, colors indicate climate models: UK Met Office
HadCM3 (HADCM3), Max Planck Institute for Meteorology ECHAM5 (ECHAM5), NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory CM2.0 (NOAAGFDL), CSIRO Atmospheric Research Mk3.5
(CSIRO), National Center for Atmospheric Research CCSM3.0 (NCAR) and Russian Institute for
Numerical Mathematics INMCM3.0 (INMCM). The thick lines represent the average thaw lake
area for each climate model.
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